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PREFACE
Road quality is currently under discussion, and not only among
managers. It is of great importance for the whole of Dutch society
that the road network in the Netherlands should be of the required
high quality.
As a follow-up to the project called Wegwijs in Kwaliteit [Finding
the way in Qualityl, the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division
(DWW) has carried out a study to establish a structure for the road
quality requirements laid down by experts in all the relevant fields.
This report is a brief summary of that comprehensive research.
The structure identified can be used to clarify the following points at
various levels of decision-making:
- how to define the desired quality
- which arguments are significant in discussions on the allocation of
responsibilities, and
- how to measure quality.
A systematic approach of this kind will also reveal any gaps in our
current knowledge.

C.Th.M. van Teylingen
Head of Materials Department
Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division
Delft, July 1991
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF
THE STUDY
The design, construction and maintenance of a road involves many
parties, who must agree on certain factors if road-users are to be
provided with a good and preferably uniform product. With that aim
in mmd, technical regulations have been drafted, such as manuals on
road design and maintenance and RAW specifications for construction
and maintenance. For various reasons, however, the time has now
come for a thorough re-examination of the body of regulations.

Regulations under development lacking uniformity
Firstly, the regulations for the design and maintenance of roads in the
Netherlands are stiU under development and lack uniformity. The
specifications for construction and maintenance consist largely of
recipes for (asphalt) mixes. These specifications regulate matters in a
great deal of detail. The complexity of the regulations means that the
link between a requirement and the ultimate purpose is no longer
obvious. Since transport policy was reformulated in the second
structure plan for traffic and transport (SVV-ll), we also have to look
again at whether the proposed level of traffic flows and safety can be
translated into technical terms, possibly more clearly than in the past.
Complexity versus practice
A second factor is that the technical regulations have become
increasingly complex. With the aim of making contracts between
principal and contractor watertight, more and more new rules and
details have been added, with the opposite effect. This complexity is
making life mncreasingly difficult for those concerned with the practice.
The result is a reduction in efficiency and quality assurance. In
addition the body of regulations lacks a distinct hierarchy, so
individual regulations can be played off against each other and
conflicts often arise.

Quality demands a structure for requirements
The most important reason for re-evaluating existing rules, however,
is the development of quality systems. 1f we want to establish clearly
who should be responsible for what and how, there must first be a
transparent and consistent body of requirements for design and
construction: a structure in requirements. This is particularly important
in view of the sometimes far-reaching proposals for shifting the tasks
and responsibilities of contracting parties. The most radical proposal is
to entrust the operation of a road link to a contractor for ten years or
more. Which performance requirements should then be laid down in
the contract? And even with Iess radical shifts, which are certainly a
realistic possibility, a fundamental change in the terms of the
specification cannot be excluded. In view of the new quality systems,
we could aim for regulations based on specifying the desired
characteristics of the road, i.e. performance.

A first step
In this report the Road and Hydraulic Engineering Division is
endeavouring to indicate how the regulations can be structured 50
that they can be used in various situations, both in agreements
between different organizations and internally. In that sense this
publication is the report on a pilot project; a possible basic structure
for requirements has been established and some of the requirements
have been developed in detail. A secondary aim of the project is to
identify the gaps in our knowledge of design control and quality
control.
Towards a quality system
In other words, the purpose of this project is to show that the
existing quality requirements can be presented in a structured
manner. The structure must clarify the following aspects:
- context for quality requirements and relationships between them
- methods for quantification
- classification according to abstraction level and importance;
- decision-making sequence.
In this project we have confined ourselves to developing the general
specification method, the structure.
At a later stage this model can be expanded into a complete body of
requirements for road-building. In that sense, this structure for
requirements is a possible first step on the road to a quality system
for the design, construction and maintenance of roads.
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1. THE STUDY
A road can be seen as the result of the efforts of people from various
areas of expertise: policy-makers, planners, clvii engineers, traffic
engineers, materiais scientists and others. Each has its own methods
and imposes its own requirements. We have endeavoured to identify
the relationships between all the requirements by means of interviews
with experts in the various disciplines.
How does a requirement come into being?
At the start of the project we took a pyramid model giving a general
impression of possibie relationships between requirements at various
levels. However, it does not show who puts the requirements into the
design process at what point in time. This is important to know, as it
makes it easier to discover where requirements come from and how
they are translated into other requirements in the course of the
design process.

Pyramid of requirements

PUBLIC
POLICY
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING DESIGN
CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN
MATE RIA [S
ING REDIENTS

The intention was to obtain a complete picture of the overall design
process by approaching experienced people for each stage. In order
to take maximum advantage of existing knowledge, we also talked to
experts from universities and research institutes and from firms of
contractors. And we talked to foreign experts, to gain an idea of how
the Netherlands compares with its neighbours. The list of respondents
is contained in Appendix A.
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Development of a structure
The general structure for specifying requirements was developed by
working out one representative quality requirement in full. This was
riding comfort as a function of the road characteristic evenness and
related structural requirements such as load-bearing capacity and
resistance to rutting. The major advantage of this area is that a lot is
known about it. The structure developed forms the nucleus of the
study. Within it is collected all the information which is of relevance
to a requirement. The respondents indicated the boundary conditions
imposed by preceding stages and by general regulations and
mentioned their own requirements for the follow-up.
Design of a data model
A total of 19 respondents were questioned in 22 interviews. The
interviews were used partiy to suppiement existing knowledge in the
structure for requirements and partly to establish a general data
model to indicate the interrelationships between various requirements
and technical solutions. The technique of cognitive mapping was used
in developing this data model. Cognitive maps were produced from
ten interviews and were then combined into a single model. This
model was used for further analysis and led on to a model which
served as a basis for creating a structure within the structures for the
specification of requirements. The final result is given in Appendix B,
in which the requirement for the aspect riding comfort is developed
in relation to the evenness of the road.
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2. RESULT: A STRUCTURE FOR REQUIREMENTS
The most important result of the project is the knowledge that it is
possible to specify requirements within a structure which is valid at all
levels, from public requirements to material specifications. This
universal structure is described later in this section, but first we should
consider the starting points which led to it.
Difference between requirements and solutions
In the discussion about a structure for requirements there is often
some confusion between requirements and the solutions which satisfy
those requirements. Such confusion is particularly evident when It is
claimed that certain requirements are in conflict with each other, as
for example, in the case of resistance to rutting versus resistance to
cracking. Here the requirements are not in conflict, but a conflict may
arise if asphalt is selected as the material (solution) and is expected to
meet both requirements. Similarly, if one mentions the costs relating
to a requirement, one is in reality talking about the costs of the
possible solution.

2

1

3

5

4

6

This subtle but very fundamental difference can be symbolized by a
crossword puzzle. The requirements are established by the clue and
the length of the words. The requirements are interdependent,
because the words intersect. Solving the crossword can be seen as a
design process.
For 3 across there are various solutions which meet the requirements
(preposition, five letters): under, above, below. But the solution
also has to fit in with 1 down; for example poor, mean, thin. As
the solutions have to satisfy all the requirements the only solution is
above for 3 across and mean for 1 down. The requirements can be
13

said to be in conflict if within the pooi of availabie solutions (in the
example this is the English language) there is none which meets all
the requirements. In such cases there are two alternatives: increase
the pooi of solutions (in the example, add new words to the
language) or modify the requirements. In the case of a conflict
between resistance to rutting and resistance to cracking, this means
that one might consider using different materials (increasing the pool
of solutions) or easing the requirements to a level which is just
acceptable. However, it is essential to be aware that it is not the
requirements but the solutions that create conflict.
Performance requirements versus technical requirements
Another source of misunderstanding is provided by the concepts of
performance requirements and technical requirements.
In simple terms, one might say that performance requirements
indicate what the desired properties are, while technical requirements
specify how the solution is to be realized. This does not create a
fundamental boundary between performance requirements and
technical requirements, because the distinction also depends on the
level on which It is considered. At the extreme it can be said that the
choice of a road in itself is a technical answer to a desired transport
link. Al[ requirements relating to safety, riding comfort, etc. can then
be seen as technical requirements. Similarly at civil engineering level,
the specification of a certain type of asphalt mix can be seen as a
technical answer. On a materials science level, however, this leaves
many options open and efforts will be made to design a mix which
among other things will not be liable to cracking or permanent
deformation (i.e. which meets the performance requirements).
In road-building it is advisable to set the boundary for technical
requirements at the choice of the exact layer structure and of the
materials. All requirements connected with road use (safety, riding
comfort and so on), the effect of the road on the environment (noise,
air pollution and so on) and maintenance aspects are performance
requirements. This can avoid many misunderstandings.
Economic and technical feasibility of requirements
An important question which arises in the specification of
requirements relates to technical and economic feasibility. It will be
dear that cost will be a characteristic of the solution. For example:
imposing maximum NO< emission limits for cars may lead to high
costs in 1991 because the technical resources are not yet available,
whereas by 1995 the problem may have been solved and the costs
may be negligible. The same applies to the choice between asphalt
and concrete: sudden developments in the price of materials might
significantly alter the cost picture. Nevertheless the road users
requirements will remain the same. The financial and technical aspects
are reflected in the severity of the standard. In the example, the value
of the maximum NO emission will determine to what extent
technical problems can be anticipated. It may be assumed that in
general the standard will be a compromise between the ideal and the
technically feasible.

14

The time factor: failure mechanisms
A very important question is whether the product (the road) will
continue to meet all the requirements until the end of the desired
service life: a road should not be full of 30 mm wheelruts after only
two years. In order to be able to predict long-term behaviour, we
need to know something about the way in which deterioration takes
place - the failure mechanisms. But here a problem of theory arises: a
failure mechanism is essentially dependent on the chosen solution,
not on the requirement itself. Rutting, for example, is a problem
which arises with asphalt and not with concrete. So the question is
whether failure mechanisms should be classified with performance
requirements. However, 1f a totally new material were to be used,
rutting might again present a problem. It might be argued that failure
mechanisms have to do with the general mechanical and chemical
influences to which a road is exposed. For that reason failure
mechanisms have been included among the performance
requirements.
It may be noted that a failure mechanism is the source of a new
requirement, i.e. resistance to a failure mechanism (rutting - resistance
to rutting, settlement - reduction of susceptibility to settlement etc.).

Classification of requirements
For quality systems it is very important to know to what extent it is
possible to check that a product meets the requirements. Verification
is sometimes a simple matter, but in the case of aspects such as safety
and riding comfort it creates problems because a variety of factors
influence the result, some of which are more or less beyond ones
control. A large proportion of requirements can be classified according
to the verification method. The specification structure distinguishes
between the following types of requirement:
Ob/ective requirements
Requirements which can be measured using an instrument.
Examples: roughness, longitudinal evenness, density of a material.
Sub/ective requirements
Requirements relating to characteristics as experienced by the public.
These must be determined by consulting users (survey or panel
evaluation). The results are often time-related (fashion-sensitive)
Examples: riding comfort, aesthetic properties.
Combined requirements
Requirements which are actually a collective term for various
properties. The overall assessment depends on the importance
attached to the individual properties.

Examples: evenness, uniformity
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Use-dependent requirements
Requirements which depend on the use. Verification may be carried
out via statistical analysis of hard data, such as accident records.
Example: safety.
Geometric requirements
Requirements relating to the position and dimensions of the road. In
fact this is a particular form of an objective requirement. The
distinction has been introduced, because for geometric requirements
there is no point in discussing aspects such as failure mechanisms.
From public requirement to design requirement
A road-users requirements for a road are relatively basic and relate
mainly to capacity, safety and riding comfort. Many of the
requirements are complex and subjective in nature and must therefore
be translated into more manageable technical requirements.
Discrepancies between technical requirements and 'social reality may
arise in a variety of ways:
through translation errors: the value of the technical standard
has not been selected correctly; road users continue to have
corn plaints;

C.

d.

through the omission of important aspects: non-existent
standards;
through obsolescence of standards: the standard is no longer
in line with the state of the art;
through policy decisions: it may be decided that a high
percentage of complaints about road riding comfort, for
example, is acceptable.

In order to study the first two problems, it is worth analyzing how a
requirement comes into being. Determining the requirements for a
specific route is a different process from drawing up general standards
which apply to every road. When the requirements for a transport
link are determined, the route and the acceptable environmental
effects in particular are established. The requirements are determined
partly through consultation procedures and may differ from case to
case.
General standards are usually produced by research, in which a
relationship is established between public requirements and properties
of the road. Riding comfort, for example, is translated in terms of
evenness, visibility and so on. It is important to be aware that at each
stage in the translation process something of the original intent may
be lost. In the case of longitudinal evenness the standard chosen may
be acceptable for cars, but not for large articulated vehicles. It is also
possible that not enough properties will receive attention, or that
certain properties may not be given an adequate weighting. One
example is splash and spray. As one of the respondents, Professor
Molenaar pointed out: 'The success of ZOAB is a strong indication
that people were thoroughly fed up with splash and spray'. It is
therefore important to know as much as possible about the relative
16

contribution of various road properties to aspects such as safety and
riding comfort.
With the advance of technology a standard may be out of date at a
given moment: better suspension systems might make a more uneven
longitudinal profile acceptable.
A standard which is too strict will not usually lead to complaints from
the public, but will be unnecessarily expensive. It is important always
to be aware of possible differences between technical standards, in
order to comply as well as possible with the public's wishes and the
public's actual experience of the road.
Specification structure for requirements
With these arguments in mi, a general specification method for
requirements has been compiled.
The structure has two ob/ectives:
t should indicate the interrelationship between requirements;
relevant information should be presented in an ordered
fashion for each requirement, in order to provide an insight
into the standard set and the degree to which verification of
the requirement is possible.

17

The general specification method is as fotlows:
Name of requirement
Type of requirement
Definition
Purpose
Specification method
Determination methods
For each determination method:
Relationship to practice
Unit
Reliability
Complexity
Construction standard
Maintenance standard
Background to standard
Failure rnechanisms
For each failure mechanism:
Importance
Causes
Prevention
Maintenance
Development in time (sumrnary of mode/s)
For each model:
Type of model
Data required
Boundary conditions
Reliability
The following may be added depending on the type of requirement
lnfluence factors
Importance of influence factors
Componen ts
lnf/uence of corn ponents
Important design aspects
lnfluence of aspects
Technical realization aspects
For geometric requirements a simpler structure has been chosen,
because aspects such as failure mechanisms and prediction of longterm behaviour are not relevant here. In this case the structure
comprises only:
Definition
Specification method
The structure can be expanded easily, if greater detail is required. For
instance, under determination methods one could also include
something about the measuring pnnciple and the type of test (e.g. in
situ/ laboratory, destructive/non-destructive). Similarly a detailed
description of mode!s can be provided. The level of detail might
possibly depend on the prospective use.
18

Interrelationship between requirements
lnterrelationships between performance requirements may come
about in a variety of ways:
a.

A subjective requirement or combined requirement has a
number of influence factors or components. These lead on to
new requirements.
The design aspects which determine the result are known for
a given requirement. These can be seen as new requirements.
(E.g.: the rigidity of a layer depends on the rigidity of the
material and the thickness).

C.

A property (e.g. transverse evenness) has a known failure
mechanism (e.g. rutting), against which preventive measures
must be taken (e.g. resistance to deformation). The
preventive measure constitutes a new requirement.

Translation of performance requirements to technical requirements is
carried out via Technical realization aspects. For instance, it is stated
that plastic material rigidity in mastic mixes is connected with bitumen
content, void content, etc.

19

A performance requirement may also lead on to requirements for
construction:
a.

In order to ach ieve a good value when new (e.g. for
longitudinal evenness), the construction must meet certain
requirements. In the structure these aspects are included
under Technical realization aspects.
Some failure mechanisms originate from errors during road
construction; the preventive measures are indicated under the
failure mechanïsm in question.

The same structure can be used if desired to develop the technical
requirements in more detail. In that case one must be prepared for a
very rapid rise in the number of requirements: each solution leads to
a new set of requirements. The choice of an asphalt mix imposes
requirements on the mixing ratio and the properties of the
ingred ients.
The properties of ingredients may be traced back to requirements in
respect of crystalline structure, chemical composition, etc. In theory
one could go on to the molecular level (and beyond), but this would
be of no significant benefit in solving practical problems.
What is important is that the present structure can be used at any
level of detail.

20

ADVANTAGES OF A STRUCTURE FOR
REQUIREMENTS
It has been demonstrated that it is possible to fit requirements into a
structure. This has important advantages:
it guarantees a logical interrelationship between requirements;
using the structure it is possible to determine up to which
level specifications are necessary in order to ensure a good
end-product;
using the information on failure mechanisms for each
requirement it is possible to regulate individual liabilities;
the background to a requirement can give an indication of
the possible consequences of deferred maintenance for
aspects such as safety (or conversely what is the effect of
tightening up a standard).
The first point is self-explanatory. The last three may require some
further explanation.
Quality systems and lack of test methods
An important question in the context of quality assurance is at what
level requirements will be imposed. As has already been pointed out,
one can lay down specifications at a very high level: the surface of
the road to be laid must be even and non-skid and must remain so
for the required service life, the materials used must comply with all
the environmental requirements, etc. The problem is that it must be
possible to verify whether the requirements have been met. There is,
however, a lack of test methods for predicting how a road structure
will behave in the course of time. In such cases it is only possible to
obtain information about quality by going back to lower levels. It is
then necessary to know which factors determine quality and what
their relative contribution is. 1f these factors cannot be determined
either, the procedure must be repeated until a 'quantifiable' level is
reached.
Using the requirements structure it is possible to determine the level
at which it is possible to lay down specifications given the current
status of technology.
Specification is possible at a certain level if:
an in situ test method is available, or
properties of materials can be determined in a laboratory test
and it is possible to demonstrate that there is a good
correlation between the practical situation and that in the
laboratory.
1f, for example, we lay down a requirement for resistance to
permanent deformation of the road structure, we find that there are
no suitable models and test methods with which to predict behaviour
(future rutting). So we have to look at a lower level. Under
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Important design aspects we then see that this is the resistance to
permanent deformation of the asphalt layers in which rutting can
appear. However, the resistance to permanent deformation of the
wearing course is also difficult to determine, so it is necessary to look
at the rigidity. But then it appears that there is no general method for
determining material rigidity. There are some laboratory methods
available, but their correlation with the road situation is often not
known or indirect. When there are no reliable determination methods
for performance characteristics, it is advisable to specify requirements
for material properties such as void content, bitumen content and
similar, for mixes being tested. 1f the aim is to reach a situation in
which the road specification is given in terms of performance, it will
be necessary to work towards reliable determination methods
(behaviour models in combination with practical test methods).
Test methods which are still at an experimental stage can also be
inciuded under 'Determination methods in the requirements
structure. This indicates that the determination should theoretically be
possible, but further development of test methods is needed. A risk in
the transition from technical to performance requirements is that the
principal will do both, in other words will not only decide on the
required performance, but will also stipulate how the product should
be made. This is either pointless or will lead to inconsistencies in
regulations: 1f the technical requirements give a cast-iron guarantee
that the desired performance will be achieved, separate specification is
superfluous. 1f this is not the case, execution of the work according to
the regulations may result in a product which does not meet the
performance requirements. It is not dear who would be liable in such
a case.
In this context we can also mention a comment which was made
several times during the interviews: SVV-ll states that roads should
require littie maintenance. However, it is not dear what is meant by
this. The question is how a road design will be evaluated with respect
to this point. SVV also seems to stipulate the use of open-textured
asphaltic concrete. Strictly speaking the requirement is for low-noise
pavements' but it is known that at present only one solution is
available for this, i.e. open-textured aspaltic concrete (apart from
expensive solutions such as epoxy on cement concrete). In this way
the policy is apparently imposing a technical requirement. In the
opinion of the specialists interviewed, however, open-textured
asphaltic concrete requires more maintenance than normal' grades of
asphalt. This apparent contradiction could have been avoided by
performance specifications in terms of low noise and Iess splash and
spray. On the other hand it can be argued that at policy level
requirements always have to be weighed up against each other, and
that the SVV is really indicating the direction of ideas.
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Subcontracting and guarantee clauses
The proposed requirements structure can also be of use, if one is
considering subcontracting the operation of a road over a period of
ten years or longer. In that case guarantee clauses will play an
important part: if problems anse over a period of time, who is liable?
The answer to this question is of course outside the scope of this
project, but it will be dear that the requirements structure can be
developed into a useful tool for negotiations on such matters. For
each requirement it indicates the failure mechanisms which may
occur, how frequently the problem is encountered and the measures
which can be taken to prevent the problem.
Link between technical standard and higher objective
For each standard the structure states how it relates to higher
objectives (such as safety and riding comfort). This aspect is
particularly important for maintenance strategy and for deciding the
maintenance budget. The decision to perform maintenance is based
on technical standards (for example ravelling and cracking). For
policy, however, it is important to know to what extent this will lead
to real danger. The background to a standard indicates the link
between the technical standard and road safety or sense of riding
comfort. It also indicates how critical the standard is. In the case of
rutting, for example, the structure refers to a survey which indicates
the relationship between rut depth and risk of an accident. On the
basis of this information it is possible to translate a 1 mm tightening
of a maintenance standard into a predicted decline in the number of
accidents. This decline, reflected in a reduction in costs to society, can
then be offset against the additional maintenance costs, including
other costs, such as those resutting from additional traffic delays.
The interviews revealed that at policy-making level, knowledge of
such relationships is limited. There is also a doubt about the validity
of various staridards. For instance various respondents expressed a
doubt about whether the relationship between roughness and safety
found in the past is still valid. In the case of the IRI standard for
longitudinal evenness, the question is which group of road-users
should decide and to what extent the standard is in line with the
wishes of, for example, commercial road hauliers. The test method
can also lead to distortion of the relationship. The structure goes into
this aspect by stating for each test method what its relationship is to
practice. Research on the interrelationship between safety and riding
comfort and aspects such as roughness and evenness would seem
desirable.
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Effects of performance specifications

There are major advantages in specifying performance requirements.
Two advantages are obvious: it is possibly simpler for the client and it
shifts part of the responsibility to the contractor. The client does not
have to concern himself with the question of how a specific
performance will be achieved; strictly speaking that is the contractors
problem. Nevertheless the contractor must provide a quality plan to
convince the client of his ability to supply the desired product. A large
part of the current RAW regulations could then be incorporated into
the quality plan. A third major advantage is that performance
specifications can encourage innovation. By no longer stipulating the
technical solution, the client allows the contractor scope to devise
alternatïve solutions. This would meet a widely expressed wish among
contractors to be given more incentives for innovation.
However, there are also problems attached to the specification of
performance requirements. Shifting responsibility from the client to
the contractor can result in increased costs, if a contractor wishes to
cover himself against what he sees as additional risk. Also it is
necessary to be very confident about the quality of the work
delivered; premature problems with a road have far-reaching
consequences and the risk of such problems should be minimized. So
on delivery there must be some way of establishing whether a road
meets and will continue to meet the quality requirements. Given the
restrictions and imperfections in most models and test methods,
performance specifications may involve a risk for the client.
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4. SUMMARY
In brief
It has proved possible to fit the requirements of all the parties in the
road design process into a logical structure. This is the most important
result. In highway construction, a structure of this kind is a vital tool
for setting up quality systems and in the discussion on the shift in
responsibilities. Such a structure also makes it possible to show what
will be the effects of maintenance measures on safety, riding comfort
and so on.
The specification of performance requirements may have major
advantages for the client, even if only existing design methods and
materials are used. Unfortunately there is a lack of suitable test
methods to provide information on road behaviour in the long term.
This is a problem in the development of quality systems. Also, too
little is known about the relationship between the severity of
maintenance standards and the effect on road safety and riding
comfort.
Nevertheless this structure for requirements is a major step in the
direction of a complete set of requirements for road-building, and in
fact towards an integrated quality system. This study has made a start
by translating the requirement riding comfort into more technical
terms. The other requirements we expect a road to meet can also be
developed. The structure is now available, although more research is
required, not only on the interrelationships between requirements but
also on the improvement of test methods. We are on course, but
there is still a long way to go.
Follow-up
Completion of the structure
The present project has mapped out a part of the requirements,
which is representative of the system of requirements as a whole. This
means that the structure as such can remain in place as the missing
requirements are added. When setting up quality systems it is
advisable to complete the set of requirements, in other words to
develop such aspects as safety and environment in greater detail.
Research on interrelationships between requirements
The interviews revealed that there is a great deal of uncertainty about
the background to many of the current standards, some standards
appear to be obsolete and the validity of some standards is in doubt.
The standards in use for cracking and ravelling are relatively
subjective, but they largely determine current expenditure on
maintenance (around 85 percent of which is due to these two
phenomena). Also, little is known about the relationship between
experiential safety for the road and technical properties. Because an
understanding of the precise interrelationship is lacking, it is difficult
to make dear to policy-makers what will be the social consequences
of various maintenance strategies. In view of the large annual
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expenditure on maintenance, further research would appear to be
entirely justified.

3. Research on improvement of test methods
In order to be able to specify performance requirements, practical test
methods are needed. There is a particular lack of these for
requirements related to service life. On the one hand, there are no
models for predicting future behaviour; on the other, there are no
practical test methods available. This makes it impossible to determine
the quality of a road structure. Current practice uses many test
methods which are specific to the materials. The Marshall test is a
dear example: the test resuits only mean something if one knows the
behaviour of the type of asphalt. The introduction of open-textured
asphaltic concrete has brought to light some of the disadvantages of
material-specific test methods; various conventional methods (such as
measurement of roughness and the Marshall test) are found not to
work well. For a number of aspects, such as determination of splash
and spray, there are no test methods available.
Current practice also requires improvements in test methods. There is
a particular need for tests which are directly linked to the function of
a specific ingredient within a mix. For bitumen for example, which is
added as a binder and protective agent, methods to test for these
properties should be available.
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APPENDIX B
A structure for the requirement riding comfort in relation to levelness'
In this appendix we give just one example of the way in which a requirement can be developed using
the proposed structure. We have opted for riding comfort in relation to evenness. Evenness in this
case is defined as permanent evenness. The requirements mentioned in the detailed development are
not yet wholly in line with existing regulations, but the gap has been narrowed.
Although in many respects the development is stili incomplete and not even necessarily correct, as it is
based on opinions given in interviews, the example does demonstrate the practical usefulness of the
structure.
Broadly speaking the requirement riding comfort in relation to evenness can be described as foliows.
Most requirements have been developed into underlying requirements. Each requirement begins on a
new page; if applicable, page references are given in blue. That is why the pages in Appendix B are
numbered separately. For detailed information please refer to the research report on which this
summary is based.

ROAD CHARACTERISTICS
Safety
Riding comfort
PAVEMENT DESIGN: MATERIAL PROPERTIES REQUIRED
Riidity of pavement structure
Resistance to cracking in structure (strength)
MATERIAL SELECTION: MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ASPHALT STRUCTURES
Maximum bitumen content
Minimum bitumen content
Minimum void content
Maximum void content

3
3
4
15
15
24

29
29
30
31
32

ROAD CHARACTERISTICS

1. SAFETY
Type of requirement:

use-dependent requirement

Definition

everything which may contribute to safety

Purpose:

prevention of accidents

Specification method:

road-safety targets, number of dead and injured,
black spots

Methods of determination:
1. Accident statistics VOR (Heerlen)
Relationship to practice:

direct

Reliability:

depends on accuracy of accident records. Does
not take account of near-misses

Complexity:

fairly simple in practice, but complications can
arise through defects in records (see reliability).
Interpretation of data is not easy because many
factors (see influence factors) affect the result.

Construction standard
Maintenance standard
Background to standard
lnfluence factors:

•
Importance of influence factors:

maximum speed
visibility
traffic flow
road surface roughness
large uneven areas (page 5)
weather conditions
water spray
arrangement of transverse profile
arrangement of longitudinal
profile
sharp bends
driving behaviour

Driving behaviour has a very large influence on
safety. The influence of various technical
improvements (such as the use of open-textured
asphaltic concrete) is often offset by greater risktaking by road-users (higher speeds, driving
closer to car in front, etc.)
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Development in time

no model

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

-

N.B. Safety is mentioned because of its great importance at a high level of abstraction, but is not
developed further.

2. Riding comfort
Type of requirement:

subjective requirement

Definition:

(road surface) aspects which contribute to a
sense of riding comfort in road-users

Purpose:

pleasant transport, reduction in driver fatigue (in
extreme cases a lack of riding comfort may lead
to unsafe situations)

Method of determination
1. Survey
Relationship to practice:

direct

Reliability

depends on quality of performance of survey

Complexity:

Iaborious

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:

-

lnfluence factors:

signing
restaurants, parking bays, etc.
rainwater drainage
subjective evenness (page 4)
visibility
vertical alignment
•

Development in time

no model

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

-

Subjective evenness
Type of requirement:

subjective requirement
4

Definition:

evenness as experienced by vehicle passengers
and loads

Purpose:

safe and riding comfortable transport for persons
and goods loss of bad

Specification method:

good/fai r/poor

Methods of determination:
Panel assessment
Relationship to practice:

direct

Reliability:

results will depend on type of vehicle, drivers,
speed, weather and time of day, among other
things

Complexity:

laborious

Survey of road-users:
Relationship to practice

direct

Reliability

depends on quality of statistical research

Complexity:

laborious (needs data on many types, users,
means of transport, etc.) and long duration
(survey conducted in writing)

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
lnfluence factors:

• technical evenness (page 5)
vehicle characteristics (wheel
suspension, bodywork, etc.)
speed

Importance of influence factors:

the technical evenness has a major influence on
the evaluation, depending on type of vehicle
(car, truck or motorcycle).

Development in time:

no model

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

-
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Technical evenness

Type of requirement:

combined requirement

Definition:

specification of evenness in the form of a
longitudinal and a transverse evenness

Specification method:

evenness indicator

Methods of determination methods:
1. P51 test
Relationship to practice:

based on measurements in the USA (1960)

Reliability:
Complexity:

fairly complex

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:

-

Components:

• longitudinal evenness (page 6)
transverse evenness (page 10)

lnfluence of components:

longitudinal unevenness mainly affects driving
riding comfort, while transverse unevenness leads
to poor drainage of rainwater, and possibly to an
unsafe situation

Failure mechanisms:

see under components

Development in time:

no model

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

-

Longitudinal evenness

Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

evenness as measured in the lengthwise direction
of a road

Purpose:

to obtain a good road, with good tyre contact
with road, giving greater safety and riding
comfort.

Specification method:

numerical

Determination methods:
ARAN: IRI (only for maintenance)
Relationship with practice:

panel ratings on a test track are used to establish
a relationship between road-users' assessment
and measured values. Particularly suited for
wavelengths of 0.6 to 90 m. Is generally only
measured in tracks.

Unit:

vertical acceleration: translated into RMSVA,
MAS, IRI and LEI.

Reliability:

good

Complexity:

simple to perform at normal traffic speed;
processing of test results is complex (but largely
automated)

3 m rolling straightedge
Relationship with practice:

subject of discussion: according to VBW gives
distorted picture (VBW Asfalt in wegen- en
waterbouw, no. 1, 1990, p. 106), but the Road
and Hydraulic Engineering Divisions experience
has been good. Measured in one track.

Un it:

mm height differences, translated into A3, A4
and AS values.

Reliability:

direct measurement, but limited reliability

Complexity:

simple to perform (max. 75 km/h)

road monitor
Relationship to practice:

10 m length makes it sensitive to longer strokes.
Fairly faithful picture of longitudinal evenness
(VBW Asfalt in wegen- en waterbouw, nr. 1,
1990, p.106). Measured in one rut.

Un it:

mm height differences, translated into
percentage deviation C5 and number of times
greater than 5 mm

Reliability:

good
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Complexity:

simple to perform (max. 75 km/h)

APL (Analyseur de Profil en Long)
Relationship to practice:
Un it:

LEI value. This is a translation of angular
displacement. From this are derived the height
differences per 0.25 m and the slope variance
(SV). LEI value = 5 - 1.8 log (1+SV 106).

Reliability

good for wavelengths between 1 and 40 m (at
72 km/h) and 0.3-15 m (at 21.6 km/h)

Complexity

simple to perform

Shock meter
Relationship to practice:

only for places where other equipment is not
suitable (e.g. extremely uneven surface)
Wavelength < 15 m.

Un it:

RI: relative displacement of measuring wheel in
respect of frame per unit length (500 to 1000
m).

Reliability:
Complexity:

simple to perform (test vehicle with trailer, 50
km/h)

Levelling instrument
Relationship to practice:

gives detailed information

Un it:

mm in height

Reliability:

large

Complexity:

simple, but time-consuming

Construction standard:

asphalt
percentage deviation C5 max. 2 per 100 m for
new pavement (> 3 courses) or for pavement
consisting at least of a profiling course and an
asphaltic concrete wearing course applied to
an existing metalled subgrade or engineering
structure;
percentage deviation C5 max. 3 per 100 m for
other structures;
no deviation greater than 5 mm when
measured with level;
concrete
no deviation greater than 5 mm when
measured with level;
(when measured with viagraph) percentage
deviation C5 max. 2 per 100 m. In that case
the deviation measured with a level may not
exceed 3 mm;

[;3

Maintenance standard:

IRI standard: 3.5

Background to standard:

The standard was derived by relating IRI values
measured using ARAN on a DAF Trucks test
track to the riding riding comfort ratings
awarded by a panel. Only small cars were used
for this. The values at which riding riding
comfort was rated as unsatisfactory ranged from
3.04 to 3.83, depending on the vehicle.

Technical realization aspects:

•

evenness of underlying layers
precision of height adjustment in finishing
machine (asphalt)
quality of vibrating bar (asphalt)
use of rollers, etc.
quality of finish by workers

Failure mechanisms:
1. settlement in the subgrade/embankment material
Importance:

Half of the road network is on ground which is
liable to settlement. Around 8% of spending on
maintenance is due to settlement.
properties of the subgrade
work done too quickly: subgrade unable to
settle sufficiently
stresses applied during road construction
fluctuations in groundwater level

Causes:

S

Prevention:

Maintenance:

measures to consolidate subgrade (accelerated
settlement, etc.)
ground improvement
using light embankment materials
extending construction period
keeping groundwater level constant
generally filling with asphalt

Softening of subgrade/sand bed/road base

Importance

very rare (cracks sealed promptly). However, the
costs of such maintenance are high: 50% of
maintenance costs are due to cracking in the
wearing course; moreover 20% or so of the
costs are due to cracking which started lower
down.

Causes:

penetration of water into cracks in the road
surface
materials used for sand bed and roadbase are
sensitive to rnoisture/frost

Prevention:

use structure with good resistance to cracking

(page 18)
use materials which are not sensitive to
moisture/frost
repair of cracks

Maintenance:
Corrugation
Importance

only occurs in places where many vehicles are
braking, accelerating or standing still

Causes:

forces released on braking, particularly by heavy
vehicles

Prevention:

use wearing course with good resistance to
permanent deformation

Maintenance:

fl11 in, repair or replace with cement concrete
pavement structure

separation of material from wearing course (ravelling)
rarely happens with good maintenance (cracks
Importance:
sealed promptly)
Causes:

• cracking in all directions (usually result of
overdue maintenance)
errors in construction work

Prevention:

use material with good resistance to cracking
(this is based on the practical rule which sees
ravelling as an indication of tendency to
cracking; further research is needed to show if
this is correct) (page 21)

Maintenance:

repair of cracks

potholes, etc.
Importance:
Causes:

generally external mechanical inf 1 uences
(accidents involving trucks, etc.)

Prevention:

-

Maintenance:

filI in

differences in settiement at joints in road surface and with engineering structures
occurs frequently
Importance:
Causes:

• defects in joint construction
differences in settlement after laying

Prevention:

see under 1

Maintenance:

see under 1
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7. separation of Iayers (asphalt)
importance:

occurs rarely

Causes:

inadequate adhesion during production
(horizonta!) cracking due partly to vibrations

Prevention:

apply asphalt properiy (in good weather, use
adhesion layer according to instructions)
use material with sufficient resistance to
cracking (page 21)

Maintenance:

replace iayers
modeis with iimited power of prediction.
Note: model for predicting uneven settlement is
needed, but not available.

Deveiopment in time:

prediction of settiement behaviour
Type of model:

anaiytical formulation

Data required:

compressibility, density and thickness of soli
iayers, bad on road structure

Boundary conditions:

vaiid only for the naturaily present subgrade;
only one-dimensional situations

Reliability:

natural subgrade often very variabie, detailed
survey too expensive

cracking (leading to softening)
Type of model:

nomogram based on mechanical strength
calculations

Data required:

traffic bad, properties of courses, thickness,
temperature, etc.

Boundary conditions:

only for asphalt courses.
Sees the formation of fatigue cracks as a resuit
of defiection in courses. Can only be used for
cracks which start from the bottom of a course.
Does not take temperature stress into account.

Reliability

Structures designed using this method have
proved sufficientby strong in practice.
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Transverse evenness
objective requirement

Type of requirement:

evenness across the width of the road
(carriageway)

Definition:

Purpose:

prevention of hazardous situations (in wet
weather) due to rutting and steering problems
(riding comfort)

Specification method:

numerical

Methods of determination:
rut depth sensor
Relationship to practice:

direct

Unit:

mm (average over 100 m)

Reliability:

sensitive to inability to remain in track, at steep
ndges and joint structures on viaducts. Max.
measuring speed approx. 50 km/h.

Complexity:

simple

ARAN: ultrasonic measurement
Relationship to practice:

direct

Unit:

mm rutting

Reliability:

good

Complexity:

simple, data processing largely automated

3 m straightedge
Relationship to practice:
Unit

mm

Reliability:

poor

Complexity:

traffic barriers necessary

recording level
Relationship to practice:

direct

Unit:

mm

Reliability:

good

Complexity:

simple

manual rut meter
Relationship to practice:

direct

Unit:

mm
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Reliability:

good

Complexity:

low

Construction standard:

no deviation greater than 5 mm measured with
3 m level

Maintenance standard:

18 mm

Background to standard:

RWS survey in 1982 (see 'Wegen, June 88).
This showed that the risk of acciderits is roughly
constant for track depths up to 16 mm. Above
17 mm the risk increases sharply (approx. 30%
and 80% for dry and wet road surface
respectively). 18 mm was adopted as the
standard on the basis of cost-benefit analysis.
quality of asphalt application
quality of asphalt

Technical realization aspects:

Failure mechanisms:

1. Rutting
Importance

rutting is the most important type of transverse
unevenness. A distinction is drawn between
primary and secondary rutting. Primary rutting is
a result of deformation of the asphalt courses,
whereas the cause of secondary rutting is to be
found in the underlying layers. Secondary rutting
does not occur on motorways in the
Netherlands.

Causes:

high axie loads, particularly in periods of high
temperatures, in a material with insufficient
resistance to permanent deformation.

Prevention:

structure with good resistance to permanent
deformation (page 13)
discourage heavy traffic on hot days
discourage overloading
restrictions on tyre pressure
stable foundation
fili in

Mal n ten ance:
See also under

10fl gitudinal

pro file (page 6)

Development in time:
1. rutting
rule of thumb
Type of model:

rule based on practical experience. Dependent on
mix and bad. The rule of thumb for a good
asphalt mix is approx. 5 mm in the first two
years after laying, then 1 to 2 mm per year.

Data required:

traffic bad, composition of mix, rutting factor

Boundary conditions:

13

Reliability:

fairly low, not well verified

Buiter model
Type of model:

computer model (empirical)

Data required:

past measurements, knowledge of structure

Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
Shell, Esso, Bolk models
Type of model:

analytical model. Total of permanent
deformations in the courses based on laboratory
tests of traffic bad, static creep (Shell), static and
semi-dynamic creep (Bolk), dynamic creep (Esso)

Boundary conditions:
found not to work well

Reliability:
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PAVEMENT DESIGN: MATERIAL PROPERTIES REQUIRED
1. RIGIDITY OF PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
Type of requirement:

combined requirement

Definition:

deformation of a structure under the influence of
a standard bad

Purpose:

prevention of permanent deformation
(particularly rutting) and excessive elastic
deflection (which may cause fatigue damage)

Specification method:

mm deflection at given bad

Determination methods:
1.
Relationship to practice:
Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:
Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:

-

Components:

• resistance to permanent deformation of
structure (page 13)
elastic rigidity of structure (page 17)

lnfluence of components:

overall deflection is the total of the permanent
and elastic deformation of the structure. Elastic
rigidity rarely causes problems in practice
because the strength requirements for concrete
and asphalt structures automatically ensure
adequate elastic rigidity.

Failure mechanisms:
1.....
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:
Development in time:
1.
Type of model
Data required
Boundary conditions
Reliability

-
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Resistance to permanent deformation in structure
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

extent to which a structure is permanently
deformed by the effects of traffic loads

Purpose:

prevention of rutting and/or corrugation

Specification method:

maximum admissible rutting over a specific
period

Determination methods:
Lintrac
Relationship to practice:

suitable for testing mixes/ structures in the
laboratory

Un it

mm (?)

Reliability:

stili at an experimental stage

Complexity:

test equipment is expensive; test takes a long
time

Test sections
Relationship to practice:

direct method. The predictive value for a
different situation is limited, because conditions
in that situation may be different

U nt:

mm rutting per year

Reliability:

good

Complexity:

low

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Important design aspects:

resistance of road base to permanent
deformation (page 16)
resistance of upper courses to permanent
deformation (page 14)

lnfluence of aspects:

in the Netherlands rutting is generally due to
inadequate resistance to permanent deformation
in the upper courses of asphalt

Failure mechanisms
1.
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:
Development in time:

no model
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1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
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Resistance to permanent deformation in upper courses

Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

extent to which the courses in which great
stresses occur as a result of traffic loads (the top
10 cm for asphalt) are resistant to permanent
deformation

Purpose:

prevention of rutting and/or corrugation

Specification method:

maximum rutting per year, increase in rutting in
relation to time

Methods of determination:
1. wheel-track rutting test
Relationship to practice:

laboratory test. Gives a relative indication of
rutting under typical loads and boundary
conditions

Un it:

% of course thickness examined

R&iability:

discrepancies may occur owing to limited
dimensions of test beam

Complexity:

simple to perform, but time-consuming and
expensive

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
resistance of material to permanent
deformation (page 15)
course thickness

Important design aspects:

the resistance of a course is determined by the

Importance of aspects:

combination of rigidity and course thickness for

a given type of material
Failure mechanisms:

1. chemical-physical damage to the material
commonest cause of ageing in asphalt wearing
course

Importance:

temperature
water penetration
air, oxygen in the mix
oil, gasoline leakage
sunlight

Causes:

Prevention:

material with resistance to chemical-physical
attack

Maintenance:

7
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Development in time:

depends on materiat

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
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Resistance of material to permanent deformation
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

indication of the plastic deformation capacity of
the material

Purpose:

to predict the potential deformation of a layer of
a given material under prolonged or repeated
short-term loads

Specification method:

numerical

Determination methods:
creep test
Relationship to practice:

laboratory test. Gives a rough indication of
behaviour under the influence of an external
force. But distribution of forces and temperatures
may be different in practice.

Reliability:

result depends very much on type of mix

Complexity:

simple to perform

Nottingham asphalt test (asphalt only)
Relationship to practice:

laboratory test

Unit:
Reliability:

little experience with the test to date

Complexity:

equipment is still under development. At present
too complicated for large-scale use

Esso dynamic creep test
Relationship to practice:
Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:

laboratory test

FHWA dynamic creep test
Relationship to practice:
Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:

laboratory test

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Technical realization aspects:
mastic mixes

bitumen content: the higher, the less rigid
(page 22)
voids after compaction (page 24)
particle size distribution of mineral aggregate

macadam mixes
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Failure mechanisms:

1. weathering (asphalt)
Importance:

this mechanism is important in wearing courses
and in types of asphalt with a high void content

Causes:

penetration of oxygen via voids erosion due to
water

Prevention:

• limit void content
thicker bitumen film

Maintenance:
Development in time:
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Resistance to permanent deformation in roadbase
Type of requirement:

durability requirement

Definition:

extent to which the road base resists permanent
deformation under the influence of standard
forces

Purpose:

prevention of rutting and/or corrugation

Specification method:

maximum rutting per year

Determination methods:
1.
Relationship to practice:
Un t:
Reliability:
Complexity:

none available

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
rigidity (resistance to permanent deformation)
in the materials chosen for the base
course thickness

Important design aspects:

Importance of aspects:
Failure mechanisms:
1.
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:

not known

Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

no model available
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Elastic rigidity of pavement structure
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

degree of deflection of the pavement structure
under the influence of a heavy bad

Purpose:

preventing excessive deflections

Specification method:

rigidity modulus

Determination methods:
1. Falling weight deflection measurement
Relationship to practice:

in situ measurement. Interpretation of resuits is
not yet established

Un it:
Reliability:

Resuits can be misinterpreted as a result of
differences in course thickness, temperature and
rigidity of subgrade

Complexity:

simple to perform

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Important design aspects:
Importance of aspects:
Failure mechanisms:
1. fatigue

Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:
Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
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2. RESISTANCE TO CRACKING IN STRUCTURE (STRENGTH)
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition

extent to which a structure may crack under the
influence of forces due to traffic loads

Pu rpose

prevention of cracks
fatigue life at a given bad

Specification method:
Determination methods:
Test sections
Relationship to practice:

direct method. The predictive value for a new
situation is limited, because the specific
conditions of use make it difficult to translate the
resuits into universally valid behaviour.

Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:
Falling weight deflection measurement
Relationship to practice:

in situ test method. Translation of test data into
structural proper-ties is stili creating problems (see
also page 17)

Un It:
Reliability:

not all influence factors are sufficiently well
known. The resuits are found to be very
dependent on the season.

Complexity:

relatively simple to perform

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
resistance to fatigue per course (page 20) In
fact, at eveiy point in the structure the
materials must be selected to withstand the
stresses occurring there. Mathematical models
are available for this. In current practice only
the stresses at the bottom are considered.

Important design aspects:

influence of aspects:
Failure mechanisms:
1. Contact stresses due to traffic (cracking from above)
Importance:
responsible for 48% of maintenance costs
Causes:

• materials used for wearing course not strong
enough
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Prevention:

material used for wearing course should be
sufflciently resistant to fatigue (page 20)

Maintenance:

fi II

Settiement
Importance:

probably main cause of cracking in areas
susceptible to settlement

Causes:

uneven settlement of subgrade
softening of subgrade/ earth slips

Prevention:

prevent or limit settiement in the subgrade
fl11

Maintenance:
Thermal cracking
Importance:

probably of minor importance in the situation in
the Netherlands

Causes:

sudden fluctuations in temperature (e.g. due
to salting in winter);
surface material with large coefficient of
expansion
local temperature gradients due to contours

Prevention:

use material with sufficient resistance to
fatigue (page 21)

Maintenance:

fl11

Fatigue cracking low down in structure

Importance:

virtually unknown in the Dutch situation

Causes:

increase in traffic bad! intensity
course thickness inadequate
material not sufficiently resistant to fatigue

Prevention:

use material with sufficient resistance to
fatigue
make courses thick enough

Maintenance:

fi II

Development in time:

no model available

1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
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Resistance to cracking in a course
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

extent to which a course is resistant to the
stresses occurring in it due to traffic loads

Purpose:

prevention of cracks
fatigue life at a given bad
elongation at break

Specification method:

Determination methods:
1. Falling weight deflection measurement
Relationship to practice

in situ test method. The translation of test data
into structural properties is still creating
problems.
The results can only be interpreted for courses
differing significantly from each other.

Un t:
Reliability:

not all influence factors are sufficiently well
known. The results are found to depend very
much on the season among other things. For
correct interpretation the course thickness must
also be known. This may sometimes vary.

Complexity:

fairly simple to perform

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Important design aspects:

resistance to fatigue in the material (page 21)
course thickness

lnfluence of aspects:

the cracking behaviour of a course is determined
by the combination of material properties and
course thickness

Failure mechanisms:
1.
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:

not known

Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

no model availabbe
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Resistance to fatigue in material

Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

rate at which a material cracks under repeated
loads

Purpose:

prevention of cracking

Specification method:

• fatigue life for a standard test piece at a given
bad
elongation at break for a standard test piece

Determination methods:
(3- or 4-point) bending test
Relationship to practice:

gives a fair picture of the fatigue behaviour.
However, the result is affected by the choice of
shape and dimensions of the test piece. There is
some doubt as to how far the stresses occurring
in the test are representative of the road
situation. Also important is the frequency with
which the stress is applied. Not suitable for
macadam mixes.

Unit:

number of bad applications to break

Reliability:

correlations with behaviour in practice are not
yet known

Complexity:

time-consuming and expensive

Torsional test
Relationship to practice:

similar to bending test

Unit:

number of bad applications to break

Reliability:

still at an experimental stage. This method has
proved very reliable when used for plastics.

Complexity:

the test is essentially simpler to perform than the
bending test

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Technical realization aspects:
asphalt mixes

Failure mechanisms:
1. Chemical-physical damage (asphalt)
Importance:

-

• bitumen content: the higher, the less liable to
cracking (page 23)
adhesion between bitumen and mineral
aggregate
strength of bitumen
strength of stone

Causes:

• stripping
oxidation of bitumen

Prevention:

• use more bitumen
bitumen with resistance to attack
limit void content
use adhesion improver

Maintenance:

replace layer
no model available

Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

W.

MATERIAL SELECTION: MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ASPHALT STRUCTURES
1. MAXIMUM BITUMEN CONTENT
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

maximum permitted bitumen content in a mix

Purpose:

avoidance of permanent deformation

Specification method

% (v/v)

Determination methods:
1. bitumen content in Marshall pre-test
Relationship to practice:
Un it:
Reliability:
Complexity:

% (v/v)

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Failure mechanisms:
1.
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:
Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundaty conditions:
Reliability:

no model available
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2. MINIMUM BITUMEN CONTENT
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

minimum permitted bitumen content in a mix

Purpose:

avoidance of damage (to wearing course) and
cracking

Specification method:

%

Determination methods:
1.

Relationship to practice:
Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:
Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Failure mechanisms:
1.

Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:

no model available

Development in time:
1.

Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

-
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3. MINIMUM VOID CONTENT
Type of requirement:

objective requirement

Definition:

minimum void content in a mix after compaction

Purpose:

prevent bitumen from determining the
deformation behaviour of asphalt

Specification method:

maximum degree of fihling (in %)

Determination methods:
1. degree of filling in Marshall pre-test
Relationship to practice:
Unit:
Reliability:
Complexity:
Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:

depends on mix

Failure mechanisms:
1. secondary compaction
Importance:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:
Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:

no model available
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4. MAXIMUM VOID CONTENT
Type of requirement

objective requirement

Defin ition:

maximum void content in a mix after compaction

Purpose:

avoidance of damage due to exposure to water
and/or air

Specification method:

% (v/v)

Determination methods:
1. percentage voids in Marshall pre-test
Relationship to practice:
Un it:
Reliability:
Complexity:

% (v/v)

depends on mix

Construction standard:
Maintenance standard:
Background to standard:
Failure mechanisms:
1.
1 m p0 rtan ce:
Causes:
Prevention:
Maintenance:

no model available

Development in time:
1.
Type of model:
Data required:
Boundary conditions:
Reliability:
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